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INTRODUCTION 
Each eoStar release we produce contains bug fixes, new features, and enhancements to 
existing features. The purpose of the application notes is to highlight the operational benefits of 
these improvements when they are applied within your business. We believe they make it 
easier to understand the value of each release, effectively communicate this value within your 
organization, and unlock the benefits each release is intended to provide. The notes below 
describe key needs that gave rise to each feature and how implementing the feature meets 
those needs, providing a relatable context to aid in understanding the value these additions 
can have. They are grouped by Functional Area to further frame the intended audience of each 
feature. Check out the eoDocs articles linked after each feature for full instructions on setting 
up and using it! 

Contact us 
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ADMINISTRATION 

MediusFlow Enhancements 
More Automation, More Savings 

eoStar's integration with MediusFlow has already saved distributors countless hours by 
bringing automation to Accounts Payable processing. Our latest enhancements continue 
expanding the integration to provide additional time savings and improve your user experience. 

Expand the automation process to include any (or all!) of you Cost Components when you 
send purchases through MediusFlow. Save time finalizing the payments in eoStar and track 
your cost breakdown round trip from eoStar to Medius and back. We also updated billing 
codes to connect them to the purchase when an AP bill is posted so they are automatically 
accounted for when reviewing outstanding purchases. 

Enjoy quicker, more efficient AP processing automation with Medius in eoStar! 

Check out the Medius page on eoDocs for all the specifics.  

https://eodocs.info/knowledge-base/medius-flow/
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Pricing Correction Interface 

Streamline Price Corrections 
Long gone are the days of meticulously searching for orders and creating multiple time-
consuming correction orders to solve pricing errors! With eoStar’s Pricing Correction workflow 
you can easily submit price correction requests while maintaining end-to-end control over the 
process. 

 
Image 1: Pricing Corrections 

In the Pricing Correction window you can search for multiple orders simultaneously, based on 
specific customers and products. Then you can select order lines to amend, set the correct 
price, or apply discounts. You also have the opportunity to add additional details your 
supervisor should know, who will then be automatically notified via email, increasing efficiency.  

And if you need to review specifics about past requests, the Request history queue shows the 
history of all requests, providing details about who reviewed the request and all submission 
information. 

Learn more about Pricing Corrections by viewing the article on eoDocs!  

  

https://eodocs.info/knowledge-base/pricing-correction/
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OPERATIONS 

eoPick Voice Location Override 
Simplify Voice-Picking Instructions 

Trying to understand long and complex warehouse location names as voice instructions can 
be difficult and time consuming. With the inclusion of the Concise Description field for eoPick, 
operators are provided with shorter, clearer descriptions of pick locations, making the picking 
process more efficient. Operators won’t have to waste time deciphering and clarifying pick 
locations. 

To further optimize the picking process, eoPick also speaks the aisle to the operator. When 
used in conjunction with the Concise Description field, operators are directed to their start aisle 
and will hear short descriptions for each picking location.   

eoPicks’ location description overrides simplify and optimize the picking process, giving 
operators a more consistent and productive experience. 

 
Image 2: Voice Pick Concise Description 

For more detailed information about the Concise Description and Aisle setting for eoPick, visit 
eoPick Voice Pick Setup on eoDocs! 

  

https://eodocs.info/knowledge-base/eopick-setup-configuration/
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SALES SUPPORT 

eoMarketing Campaigns 
Fully Customizable, Precisely Targetable 

Increase your e-commerce sales with eoMarket’s exciting new Marketing Campaigns! You can 
upload marketing images, add detailed descriptions, include hyperlinks for online sell sheets, 
and create product lists to showcase your promotions and special offerings. Display any 
combination of a banner and up to 3 different card style images at a time.  

You can customize campaign duration, as well as who it’s displayed to. Additionally, you can 
create a detailed view with images and text to highlight new policies and information relevant 
to your retailers. 

Best of all, you can save time by leveraging existing tools, such as promotions and product 
targeting rules, to build the product lists that you want to spotlight! 

 
Image 3: eoMarket Targeted Marketing 

To learn about all of the settings and features of eoMarket’s Targeted Marketing, visit eoDocs 
today!  

https://eodocs.info/knowledge-base/eomarket---marketing-campaigns/
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FTNI DirectForm 
Help Your Retailers, Help Yourself 

Streamline the Accounts Receivables process for both you and your retailers! Through an 
extension of eoStar's integration with Financial Transmission Network, Inc. (FTNI), retailers 
can pay delivered invoices through eoMarket with a Credit Card or ACH transfer. Payment 
processing is handled entirely by FTNI, ensuring it is safe, secure, and fits into the existing 
FTNI import process for maximum efficiency. 

Your retailers gain visibility of their delivered orders with outstanding balances and the 
convenience of paying electronically. They get to choose what orders they pay when, and can 
pay for multiple orders at once. While entering a payment, they can even choose to store the 
payment source details in FTNI's secure data vault for quick selection on future payments. 

 
Image 4: eoMarket Receivables Management 

But your retailers aren’t the only ones whose life gets better. By providing retailers a self-serve 
environment for tracking open invoices and submitting payments, you’ll decrease their AR-
related calls. And since these payments are electronic, you’ll also decrease the amount of 
cash and checks you have to process. And if that’s not enough, the finalized payment details 
will flow from FTNI back into eoStar through the existing connection and be automatically 
applied to the invoice(s). 

 
Image 5: FTNI eoMarket Interface 

Check out eoMarket’s Online Payments article for all the details. 

https://eodocs.info/knowledge-base/eomarket---online-payments
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